1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

Recent advances in sensor and smart computing technologies such as global positioning (GPS) trackers, location sensors, proximity loggers, accelerometers, gyroscopes and magnetometers have allowed researchers to study and enrich our understanding of animal movements, space-use patterns, physiology, social interactions and the environment they inhabit \[[@RSOS171442C1]--[@RSOS171442C4]\]. These smart technologies have a huge potential to inform resource management and conservation \[[@RSOS171442C1],[@RSOS171442C3],[@RSOS171442C4]\]. One sector that is expected to have a considerable benefit from the use of such technologies is animal welfare and livestock agriculture production \[[@RSOS171442C4]\] as these technologies can give insight into animal behaviour patterns and also allow producers to monitor animals frequently to inform on farm decision making. An accurate and precise behavioural monitoring system could potentially detect behavioural changes correlated to health and welfare status changes in sheep. For example, abnormal postures and the avoidance of specific behaviours can be used to detect foot lesions \[[@RSOS171442C5]--[@RSOS171442C7]\]. Similarly, lameness, a widespread welfare problem in sheep farming around the world, will change an animal\'s normal stance or gait and will also alter behavioural activity \[[@RSOS171442C8],[@RSOS171442C9]\].

Embedded and wearable devices encompassing accelerometer and gyroscope sensors have been used widely to discriminate different behaviours in pets \[[@RSOS171442C10]\] and farm animals \[[@RSOS171442C11]--[@RSOS171442C15]\]. Usage of such devices has increased as the technologies have become not only smaller, lighter and cheaper but also capable of processing, exchanging and transmitting an increasingly larger amount of information with a broad range of communication protocols. Such a large amount of data is ideally suited to be processed through machine learning, providing ideal foundations to the development of a new era of intelligent veterinary medicine and science, ultimately contributing to better animal welfare, with significant economic and ecology repercussions. Currently, various machine learning solutions (e.g. support vector machines, decision trees, Kalman filters) have been used on accelerometer data to classify behaviours such as feeding, standing, lying, ruminating, walking and standing in cows \[[@RSOS171442C11]--[@RSOS171442C13]\]. In contrast to the large number of automatic behaviour classification studies in cattle, very few studies (with varying results) have been done in sheep using sensor-based technologies \[[@RSOS171442C16]--[@RSOS171442C18]\].

There are various factors, such as sampling frequency, window sizes and position of sensor that can affect performance of classification of behaviour using accelerometer and gyroscope data \[[@RSOS171442C19]\]. This is one possible explanation for the varying behaviour classification performance results that have been documented in literature so far for livestock behaviour classification. While there are studies in literature evaluating these aspects for human activity classification with accelerometer data \[[@RSOS171442C20]--[@RSOS171442C22]\] there are no studies in precision livestock monitoring that have simultaneously evaluated the impact of these factors on livestock behaviour classification. Often these characteristics are rarely and vaguely described in animal behaviour studies with use of choice of sampling frequency, or position and window size without any robust scientific evaluation.

Moreover, to eventually deliver a complete framework that can efficiently monitor in real time and for long durations, an understanding of the effect of sampling frequencies, sensor positions and window sizes is required. For example, cloud-based systems require real-time streaming of data to a server, which results in a high power drain and reduced battery life \[[@RSOS171442C3],[@RSOS171442C23]\]. An architectural alternative solution to overcome high power demands on the system is the use of embedded based architecture \[[@RSOS171442C15],[@RSOS171442C23]\], where the processing can be performed on the devices attached to the animals. Nevertheless, embedded systems have their own constraints as there is limited processing power and memory on each device. Therefore, to overcome processing power limitations in embedded systems it is necessary to identify methods that optimize the available resources on such devices. A well-informed decision on optimum sampling rate, window sizes and sensor position can result in considerable improvements in energy transmission bandwidth and storage capacity.

The overarching aim of our project is to develop and validate a device that can be used for real-time monitoring and early automatic behaviour classification and lameness in sheep. This study is the first among a series of studies to achieve this. The aim of this study was to evaluate the performance of the random forest algorithm in classifying biologically relevant behaviours in sheep such as lying, standing and walking at three different sampling frequencies (8 Hz, 16 Hz and 32 Hz), three window sizes (3, 5 and 7 s) and two different sensor positions (ear and collar) using tri-axial accelerometer and tri-axial gyroscope data.

2.. Material and methods {#s2}
========================

2.1.. Study site and animals {#s2a}
----------------------------

Before starting the main trial, a pilot study for 2 days was conducted to check the research protocols described below. Ethical permission was obtained for the School of Veterinary Medicine and Science, University of Nottingham. For the main trial in this study, data were collected for 8 days from 5 October 2016 to 7 October 2016 and from 10 October 2016 to 14 October 2016. A total of six sheep were selected via stratified random sampling (age) from a flock of 140 animals at the University of Nottingham. Assessment of body condition score, age and breed was done at day 1. Body condition scoring of sheep is simply a means of assessing the degree of fatness or condition of the living animal and was scored using UK industry guidelines \[[@RSOS171442C24],[@RSOS171442C25]\]. The selected sheep had various body condition scores ranging from 2.5 to 4 and an age ranging from 18 months to 4 years. The breeds of sheep were Texel cross (three individuals), Suffolk cross (one individual) and Mule (two individuals). Sheep were kept in a rectangular 0.3 acre field with a 179.3 m perimeter during the day, when recordings were taking place. At night, sheep were allowed into a larger 2.1 acre field until the next morning\'s recordings. To facilitate individual identification, sheep were sprayed with coloured livestock spray on either side of the sheep\'s body with a number between 1 and 19. Numbers sprayed on the sheep were re-sprayed again on day 5 of the trial.

2.2.. Data collection {#s2b}
---------------------

Sensor data were collected using a custom-made wearable device based on the Intel® Quark™ SE microcontroller C1000. The device encompassed flash memory, a low-power wide-area radio module and Bosch BMI160 integrated (Bosch-sensortec.com, 2016), ±8*g*, low-power inertial measurement unit (IMU), featuring a 16 bit triaxial gyroscope and a 16 bit triaxial accelerometer. The devices were of dimension 31.6 × 35 × 9 mm and weighed 4 g. The devices were attached to a lightweight Li--Po battery 270 mA h Li-ion battery. The devices where designed for edge-based data processing, classification and reduced transmission. Although at this stage much of the functionality was unutilized and the units where used solely for data acquisition.

The devices were attached to six sheep at two locations (a) to the existing electronic identification ear tag via a tape and lightweight plastic tie and (b) to neck collar using tape and lightweight plastic tie. All ear-mounted devices were fixed using the orientation illustrated in [figure 1](#RSOS171442F1){ref-type="fig"}*a*, whereas all collar-mounted devices were fixed using the orientation shown in [figure 1](#RSOS171442F1){ref-type="fig"}*b*. Figure 1.Sensor orientation for ear and collar.

Devices were mounted on sheep at the beginning of each trial day at approximately 09.00 and removed the following morning at 09.00, with the exception Friday, 7 October 2016, when the devices were removed at 16.00 to prevent any possible damage over the weekend when no camera recording took place.

In this study, the device sensors were set to collect data at sampling frequencies of 8, 16 and 32 Hz per axis and each sheep was used for multiple sampling frequencies on different days. Sampling frequencies were set at the beginning of each day, and the setting remained fixed for the entire day of the recording. The devices attached to sheep were set to keep recording raw accelerometer and gyroscope data, with no energy optimization, e.g. sleep features etc. used, until either: the device storage was full or the devices ran out of battery. Different sampling rates had a different drain on battery life \[[@RSOS171442C26]\]. Hence, sampling frequencies of 8, 16 and 32 Hz resulted in raw data with duration of 20, 10 and 5 h, respectively. Each day sensors were prepared by first setting the sampling frequency, then switching them on, while annotating the switching time. Afterwards, to allow time synchronization with the videos, sensors were shaken for 30 s and the start time of the shaking time was annotated. This was followed by a procedure to establish a time reference, where sensors were held horizontally for 30 s and finally held vertically for 30 s. At the end of the 30 s of holding them vertically, the time was annotated. After this procedure, sensors were mounted on sheep. The recorded data were downloaded from the devices.

After removing spurious datasets due to sensor malfunction or other data retrieving issues, a total of 30 datasets (98% of the data collected) from six sheep were used for analysis. [Table 1](#RSOS171442TB1){ref-type="table"} gives an overview of the total number of datasets collected from ear and collar sensors for different sampling rates. Table 1.Datasets types. Number of successfully extracted datasets from six different sheep for ear and collar sensors according to sampling frequency.earcollartotal8 Hz551016 Hz771432 Hz336

2.3.. Behavioural observations {#s2c}
------------------------------

Sheep behavioural activities were recorded using a handheld Panasonic HC-V380 video camera with a tripod and were time stamped. The video camera was fitted with a 64 GB SanDisk elite SDXC UHS-1SD card to store the footage. The video camera was set to record in a MP4 50M format with 1080p (1920 × 1080 pixels) quality. With these settings, one SD card could store 3 h and 6 min of footage. Video recording was started each morning immediately after the installation of the first sensor and the starting time of the recording was registered. Video footage was recorded each day in the morning with duration of approximately 2 h. In the recording sessions, the starting and ending times of the recording were annotated.

### 2.3.1.. Behaviours annotation of the videos {#s2c1}

Time stamped video recordings of the sheep were processed using the Noldus Observer XT 11(Noldus) ([www.noldus.com](www.noldus.com)) software. Coding of the video recordings into the different behavioural categories or classes was performed by playing each video and manually pressing the corresponding code key of the identified behaviour from the set of predefined ones. Behaviours were defined based on the behaviour ethogram developed in a pilot study where sheep were observed and in other literature \[[@RSOS171442C18]\]. Behaviours of interest for this study can be identified according to [table 2](#RSOS171442TB2){ref-type="table"}. Table 2.Definition of sheep behaviours for classification. Different behaviours in sheep used in the classifier according to the ethogram developed.behaviour statesdescriptionwalkingsheep moves forward in a four beat motion for 2 s or more with the head up and orientated in the direction of movementstandingsheep is standing on their four legs with or without jaw movement, head up or downlyingsheep lying on ground in sternal or lateral recumbency with or without jaw movement, could be ruminating or in the process of regurgitating a bolus

2.4.. Data processing {#s2d}
---------------------

Processing of the data was performed using dedicated software written in Python 3.5 \[[@RSOS171442C27]\], specifically for this project. First, the raw sensor data (accelerometer and gyroscope) and the behaviour information from the video transcripts were aligned using the time stamps. Afterwards each file was discretized into windows of equal length. In this study, window sizes of 3, 5 and 7 s were explored, with a 50% overlap between two consecutive windows \[[@RSOS171442C16],[@RSOS171442C19]\]. During coding of the video recording an individual class label was assigned to each individual data sample. Therefore, the class discretization of each window was determined by looking at the class labels of the individual data samples within each window. If all data samples within a window shared the same activity class, the collective label for the entire window was set to that particular activity class. Windows that contained data points with more than one activity class label were labelled as 'mixed' windows and the predominant label was used as the class. The percentage of samples for the 'mixed' and 'non-mixed' windows in each of the sampling frequencies and window sizes in this study, is shown in [table 3](#RSOS171442TB3){ref-type="table"}. Table 3.Percentage of non-mixed and mixed windows. Summary of the percentage of samples that are non-mixed or mixed for the three different sampling frequencies (8, 16 and 32 Hz) and for the three window sizes (3, 5 and 7 s).window sizesampling frequencytype of sample3 s5 s7 s8 Hznon-mixed97.9996.8595.96mixed2.013.154.0416 Hznon-mixed97.8796.7295.55mixed2.133.284.4532 Hznon-mixed99.4099.0798.78mixed0.600.931.22

For each time window a set of feature characteristics \[[@RSOS171442C28]\] was extracted from the magnitude of the acceleration and the magnitude of the gyroscope which are defined as follows: $$\begin{matrix}
\overline{\mathbf{A}} & {= \sqrt{A_{x}^{2} + A_{y}^{2} + A_{z}^{2}},} \\
\overline{\mathbf{G}} & {= \sqrt{G_{x}^{2} + G_{y}^{2} + G_{z}^{2}},} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where *A~x~, A~y,~ A~z~*, *G~x~, G~y,~ G~z~* represent the acceleration and gyroscope signals at the axes *x, y, z,* respectively. Eleven different feature characteristics were extracted from both the magnitude of the acceleration and from the magnitude of the gyroscope based on previous literature work \[[@RSOS171442C29],[@RSOS171442C30]\]. In addition, the same feature characteristics were computed from the rate of change of the magnitude of the acceleration and from rate of change of the magnitude of the gyroscope, yielding a total of 44 features that were used in the classification.

[Table 4](#RSOS171442TB4){ref-type="table"} shows the 11 feature characteristics used for the classification. These include mean, standard deviation, kurtosis, minimum and maximum value \[[@RSOS171442C11]\], interquartile range \[[@RSOS171442C31]\], signal area, absolute signal area, number of zero crossings, dominant frequency \[[@RSOS171442C29]\] and spectral entropy \[[@RSOS171442C32]\]. Table 4.Feature characteristics. Feature characteristics computed for each individual window. Here *f* represents the signal and *fs* the sampling frequency.feature characteristicsdescription/formulainterquartile rangedifference between the 75th percentile and the 25th percentile value of a windowkurtosiskurtosis calculated from window valuesmeanmean of all window valuesstandard deviationstandard deviation of all window valuesminimum valueminimum value of all window valuesmaximum valuemaximum value of all window valuenumber of zero crossingsnumber of zero crossings in a window after subtracting the window mean value from every window samplespectral entropypower spectral density:PSD = \|*X*(*f*)^2^\|*X(f)* -- DFT of original signal. Discrete Fourier transform (DFT)normalized PSD:$\text{PSD}_{norm}(f) = \frac{{PSD}(f)}{\Sigma^{PSD}(f)}$spectral entropy:$\text{SE} = - \Sigma_{norm}^{PSD}(f) \cdot \log(\text{PS}\text{D}_{norm}(f))$dominant frequencyafter applying Fourier transformation, this is the frequency at which the signal has its highest powersignal areasignal area:$\text{SA} = \Sigma\text{Mag} \cdot \frac{1}{fs}$Mag---acceleration or gyroscope magnitude*fs*---sampling frequencyabsolute signal areaabsolute signal area:$\text{ASA} = \Sigma|\text{Mag}| \cdot \frac{1}{fs}$

2.5.. Classification algorithm {#s2e}
------------------------------

Random forests \[[@RSOS171442C33],[@RSOS171442C34]\] are a type of ensemble learning method that is formed through the combination of multiple decision trees trained on the training set. When applied to the test dataset, the predictions of the individual tree models within the random forest are combined into an overall classification decision, e.g. through means of a majority vote or through the application of weights. Because of this, random forest models correct overfitting to the training set and provide a more robust classification performance \[[@RSOS171442C35]\]. A random forest learning algorithm was implemented using Microsoft Azure Machine Learning Studio software \[[@RSOS171442C36]\] and the set of feature characteristics previously described. The random forest algorithm used a resampling bagging method with eight decision trees, 128 random splits per node and minimum of one sample per leaf node.

Data were split into a training set and a test set. The training dataset consisting of 70% of the full dataset was used to develop the model, while the test dataset consisting of the remaining 30% of the original dataset was used for model evaluation and validation \[[@RSOS171442C37],[@RSOS171442C38]\]. The partitioning between training and testing data was carried out using random stratification to ensure that the ratios of the three main activities (walking, standing and lying) remained the same in both datasets.

### 2.5.1.. Performance of the classification {#s2e1}

The performance of the random forest classification was evaluated using the following metrics: overall accuracy, precision, recall (also known as sensitivity), *F*-score and specificity, which can be computed as follows: $$\begin{matrix}
\text{Overall\ accuracy} & {= \frac{\text{TP} + \text{TN}}{\text{TP} + \text{TN} + \text{FP} + \text{FN}},} \\
\text{Precision} & {= \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FP}},} \\
\text{Recall} & {= \frac{\text{TP}}{\text{TP} + \text{FN}},} \\
{F - \text{score}} & {= 2 \cdot \frac{\text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision\ +\ recall}}} \\
{\qquad\text{and}\qquad\text{Specificity}} & {= \frac{\text{TN}}{\text{TN} + \text{FP}},} \\
\end{matrix}$$ where TP (true positives) is the number of instances where the behaviour of interest (walking, standing or lying) was correctly classified by the algorithm and visually observed. FN (false negatives) is the number of instances where the behaviour of interest was visually observed but was incorrectly classified as some other behaviour by the algorithm. FP (false positives) is the number of instances the behaviour of interest was incorrectly classified by the algorithm but not observed. TN (true negative) is the number of instances where the behaviour of interest was correctly classified as not being observed.

### 2.5.2.. Precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity {#s2e2}

A more detailed comparison of the performance of the classification for each individual behaviour can be provided by performance measures such as: precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity, which are computed from the confusion matrix. In this type of matrix, each column represents the behaviour predicted by the classifier while each row represents the observed behaviour. In the electronic supplementary material, we provide the full set of confusion matrices using the random forest algorithm with 3, 5 and 7 s window sizes, for all sampling frequencies (8, 16 and 32 Hz), for both the ear-mounted and collar-mounted sensor.

The overall accuracy represents the total number of correct classifications across all classes. This can be useful when the importance of correctly classifying a specific class is equal for all classes, and provides a meaningful indication of classifier performance, if the dataset is balanced, i.e. all classes are equally represented in the dataset. If one or more classes are of particular interest to the observer (e.g. walking), and the priority is to correctly classify a specific class (possibly at the cost of achieving worse performance for the other classes), precision, recall and specificity give a more in-depth representation of a classifier\'s performance. The *F*-score gives a measure of a test\'s accuracy and is a harmonic mean of precision and recall. It reaches its best score at 1 and worst score at 0 \[[@RSOS171442C39]\].

To measure the level of agreement between the classifier based on ear data and the classifier based on collar data, a Cohen\'s weighted *κ* statistic was conducted \[[@RSOS171442C40]\]. The Cohen\'s weighted *κ* measure was obtained for the three sampling frequencies (8, 16 and 32 Hz) and the three window sizes (3, 5 and 7 s).

### 2.5.3.. Energy consumption {#s2e3}

When considering algorithm implementation, the question of sampling frequency and window size impacting on the energy budget is important, and more specifically what trade-offs if any might be needed in terms of acceptable accuracy versus battery life. Increasing the sampling rate obviously increases the energy required to sample. For example, with respect to the inertia measurement unit (IMU) used and the specific IMU configuration/optimization applied, the difference between 16 and 32 Hz would be approximately 10 µA h versus approximately 17 µA h, or 3.08 years of battery life versus 1.81 years (assuming a 270 mA h battery). So if accuracy at 16 Hz or lower is comparable to 32 Hz there is an obvious gain in using the lower sampling rate.

We calculated the effect on energy consumption when using a 3, 5 and 7 s window size on the device (Intel^®^). The device has two modes of operation 'raw data capture' and 'classification'. When in raw data capture mode the concept of window size does not apply and the device sample rate is constant at the rate chosen. In this mode the device processor persists acquired samples to memory at a constant rate, hence energy consumption is constant. Window size does apply when in classification mode (i.e. classifying using algorithm). When viewed at a window level much is changing, but to more accurately compare windows one must compare across a normalized time span, e.g. on a per hour basis. For example if raw data were captured at 16 Hz, then the input to the classification pipeline remains at 16 Hz and as such its energy consumption is constant (i.e. the IMU energy consumption is the same per hour regardless of window size). Additionally, when viewed on an hourly basis the total bytes pre-processed and classified is constant and so the 'data processing' energy consumption is equal. What varies when normalized is the number of times the processor acquires (reads) samples (not the total number of samples) and the number of times it persists (writes) a classification record to memory.

3.. Results {#s3}
===========

[Figure 2](#RSOS171442F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an example time series of the accelerometer and gyroscope magnitude output for observed periods of lying, standing and walking recorded by ear ([figure 2](#RSOS171442F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*(i),*b*(i)) and collar ([figure 2](#RSOS171442F2){ref-type="fig"}*a*(ii),*b*(ii)) sensors. The sampling frequency for both ear and collar in [figure 2](#RSOS171442F2){ref-type="fig"} was 16 Hz. From [figure 2](#RSOS171442F2){ref-type="fig"}, it is very clear that is easy to discriminate between lying and any other behaviour due to the associated low overall accelerometer and gyroscope values, for both ear and collar data. Standing and walking behaviours look visually similar, although the walking activity produces higher overall magnitudes for acceleration compared with standing for both collar and ear datasets. Figure 2.Representative examples of accelerometer and gyroscope data. Accelerometer (*a*) and gyroscope (*b*) data collected for collar and ear mounted sensors with lameness score 0. Colours red, blue and yellow represent walking, standing and lying respectively. Acceleration is in *g* (9.81 m s^−2^) units.

Similar to the observations in the accelerometer data, it is easy to discriminate lying from the other two behaviours using the gyroscope magnitude as they are lower compared with lying and standing ([figure 2](#RSOS171442F2){ref-type="fig"}*b*). Walking also has the highest gyroscope magnitudes as observed in the accelerometer magnitudes. Gyroscope magnitudes for ear data are different to those obtained from collar data, with amplitudes being much larger than their collar counterparts. This is another effect of the much higher overall freedom of movement of the ear sensor compared with the collar sensor. However, the three behaviours are visually distinguishable and consistent with the accelerometer observations.

3.1.. Assessment of overall classification performance {#s3a}
------------------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1.. Overall accuracy {#s3a1}

An initial comparison of the performance of the classification across all the window sizes and sampling frequencies can be provided using values of the overall accuracy for both ear- and collar-mounted sensors, as summarized in [table 5](#RSOS171442TB5){ref-type="table"}. Table 5.Overall accuracy. Summary of the overall accuracy metric (in %) for sheep activity classification using both the ear-mounted and collar-mounted sensors, with window sizes of 3, 5 and 7 s with sampling frequencies of 8, 16 and 32 Hz. In bold are the overall accuracies with the highest values when comparing across window sizes. In italics are the overall accuracies with the highest values when comparing only across different sample frequencies.overall accuracy (%)window sizesensor positionsampling frequency3 s5 s7 sear889**9191**168890**91**32*94****95**95***collar889**91**90169091**93**32*94****95**95***

The highest overall accuracy is 95%, which was obtained for both ear and collar data at 32 Hz with 5 and 7 s windows. The lowest overall accuracy of 89% was obtained for ear data at a sampling frequency of 16 Hz with 3 s window size, and for collar data the lowest accuracy was 89% at a sampling frequency of 8 Hz with 3 s window size. Overall, the accuracies observed were the worst for 3 s windows and best for 7 s windows. For ear data, the differences between 3 and 5 s windows were in a range of 1%--2%, whereas the differences between the 5 and 7 s windows were in a range of 0%--2%. When comparing across different sampling frequencies both ear and collar data gave the best results for 32 Hz data. The average difference between ear and collar accuracy when comparing same window size and sampling rate was very small (0.66%). The average mean accuracy across all sampling frequencies and window sizes in ear data (*µ* = 91.55%, *σ* = 2.55%) was very similar to the average for collar data (*µ* = 92%, *σ* = 2.29%).

### 3.1.2.. Cohen\'s *κ* measure {#s3a2}

[Table 6](#RSOS171442TB6){ref-type="table"} shows the Cohen\'s weighted *κ* measure that computes the level of agreement between the accuracy using collar data and the accuracy using ear data \[[@RSOS171442C40]\]. Cohen\'s weighted *κ* measure was computed using equal weights and using the irr package in R \[[@RSOS171442C41]\]. Cohen\'s weighted *κ* was computed for each sampling frequency (8, 16 and 32 Hz), and for each window size (3, 5 and 7 s). Overall the *κ*-values computed were worst at 8 Hz and the best at 32 Hz. When comparing across the different window sizes, on average 7 s shows the highest agreement. Except for a combination of 8 Hz and 3 s, all *κ*-values were above 0.80 which represents an almost perfect agreement. Table 6.Weighted Cohen\'s *κ* measure. Summary of the weighted Cohen\'s *κ* to measure the level of agreement of the classification between ear and collar data for each combination of sampling frequency and window size. Values between 0.61 and 0.80 represent a substantial agreement whereas values between 0.81 and 0.99 represent an almost perfect alignment.Cohen\'s *κ*window sizesampling frequency3 s5 s7 s8 Hz0.7990.840.8416 Hz0.8830.8660.89232 Hz0.8820.9110.903

3.2.. Assessment of the performance of the classification of specific activities {#s3b}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.2.1.. Walking {#s3b1}

In [table 7](#RSOS171442TB7){ref-type="table"}, a summary of the precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity is presented. The classification performance for this activity provided the lowest performance values with 80% recall on a 3 s window and 8 Hz sampling frequency for ear and 81% for collar data. Overall, the classification performance for this activity also showed the greatest range of variation with values ranging between 80% (recall) and 99% (specificity) for both ear and 81% (recall) and 99% (specificity) for collar data. Values of *F*-score varied between 83% and 93% for ear data and between 81% and 93% for collar data. The best *F*-score value (93%) for ear data and collar data was obtained for 32 Hz sampling frequency and 5 s window size. Recall values were lowest (80%--92%) for this behaviour but specificity values were very high (95%--99%) for both ear and collar data. Walking behaviour classification for collar data achieved similar performances when compared with standing, with precision ranging from 81% to 94% and recall ranging from 81% to 92%. Performances for this behaviour were comparatively lower when using 8 Hz sample frequency compared with 16 and 32 Hz sample frequencies. Ear and collar data produced similar results for the classification of walking (precision of 88.77%, recall, 87.77%, on average for ear; and precision of 87.77% and recall of 87.55% on average for collar). Table 7.Performance metrics of the classification algorithm. Summary of the precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity metrics for sheep activity classification using both the ear-mounted and collar-mounted sensors with window sizes of 3, 5 and 7 s with sampling frequencies of 8, 16 and 32 Hz. In bold are the highest values for precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity when comparing across window sizes. In italics are the highest values for precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity when comparing only across different sample frequencies.window sizeprecisionrecall*F*-scorespecificitysensor positionbehavioursampling frequency3 s5 s7 s3 s5 s7 s3 s5 s7 s3 s5 s7 searwalking8 Hz86**90**8880**84**83**979797**83**87**8616 Hz8586**88**8386**88**9696**97**8486**88**32 Hz*92****93****9187****92****90****99**99****9889****93****91*standing8 Hz81**85**838285**86**94**96**9582**85**8416 Hz8688**90**8586**89**9394**95**8687**89**32 Hz*92****95****93***93***92****93****96****98****97****93**93**93***lying8 Hz9494**95969696**9393**94959595**16 Hz9293**94**9394**95**94**9595**92**9494**32 Hz*9696****97****97****98****979696****97**97**97**97***collarwalking8 Hz8186**87**81**8383**9596**97**81**8585**16 Hz8588**89**8988***91***96**9797**8788**90**32 Hz*8994****91****90****92****9198****99****9890****93****91*standing8 Hz81**85**8379**8484**94**9595**80**84**8316 Hz8989**91**8790**91*96***95**96**8890**91**32 Hz*92****93**93****92****93**93****96****97**97****92****93**93***lying8 Hz**959595**96**97979595**94**969696**16 Hz9395**96**9394**95**9596***97***9394**95**32 Hz***97**97**97****97****98**98**97**97**97**97**97**97***

### 3.2.2.. Standing {#s3b2}

The classification performance for this activity was very similar to walking as performance values ranged between 81% and 98% for ear data and 80% and 97% for collar data. Values for the precision, recall and *F*-score varied between 81% and 95% in ear data and between 80% and 93% in collar data. Similarly to walking, the highest performance values were obtained for specificity, with values ranging between 93% and 98% for ear data and 94% to 97% for collar data. For the standing behaviour, precision and recall values were above or very close to 90% for 16 and 32 Hz sample frequencies, and between 81% and 85% for 8 Hz data in both ear and collar data. The classification performance of standing for the ear data (precision of 88.11% and recall of 87.88%, on average) was similar to the collar data (precision of 88.44% and recall of 88.11%, on average).

### 3.2.3.. Lying {#s3b3}

For this activity, the best performance results were obtained with values above 93% for precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity in collar data. Additionally, all the performance metrics for the lying behaviour had values above 92% when using ear data. Lying behaviour had the highest values for precision (95.05% on average) and recall (95.94% on average) in both ear and collar data compared with walking (precision 88.27% and recall 86.72%) and standing (precision 88.27% and recall 88%) behaviours. In the lying behaviour, precision and recall values above 92% were observed for any combination of sampling frequency and window size parameters, with a maximum precision of 97% for 32 Hz with a 7 s window in ear data, and 97% maximum precision for 32 Hz with a 3, 5 and 7 s in collar data. A maximum recall of 98% was obtained for 32 Hz data and 5 and 7 s windows using collar data, and a 98% maximum recall for 32 Hz, and 5 s window size for ear data. Of the three different behaviours, lying was the one with the highest overall performance for all the different window sizes and sampling frequencies.

The classification performance for the standing and walking behaviours improved when increasing sampling frequency and window size. Specificity values were in general very high (above 90%) for the different behaviours at all sampling frequencies and window sizes. The highest specificity values were obtained for the walking behaviour (overall average of 97.16%) compared with specificity values of the standing behaviour (overall average of 95.33%) and the lying behaviour (overall average of 95.33%). Specificity values were very similar in ear and collar data; with average values of 97.33%, 95.33% and 94.77% for walking, standing and lying in ear data, and 97%, 95.66% and 95.88% in collar data.

Overall, the best results for ear data are observed when using the 32 Hz sample frequency dataset and 7 s windows, giving an average precision across the three behaviours of 93.66% and an average recall of 93.33%. The best performances for collar sensor data were observed when using the 32 Hz sample frequency and 7 s windows, with an average precision of 93.66% and an average recall of 94% across the three behaviours. Moreover, when comparing between 3 and 5 s window sizes, there is an average increase of 1.5% in accuracy, 2% in precision, 1.77% in recall, 0.61% in *F*-score and 1.77% in specificity. When comparing between 5 and 7 s window sizes, we obtained an average increase of 0.33% in accuracy, 0.444% in recall, 0.111% in *F*-score and 0.056% in specificity and an average 0.056% decrease in precision. There is an average increase of 1.53% on the performance between 3 and 5 s window sizes and an average increase of 0.177% between 5 and 7 s window sizes. The relative difference in performance between 3 and 7 s windows was larger than between 5 and 7 s.

3.3.. Energy consumption {#s3c}
------------------------

There were energy consumption benefits for using a 7 s window compared with a 5 or 3 s window, as shown in [table 8](#RSOS171442TB8){ref-type="table"}. Energy consumption benefits included: a reduction of the number of samples acquired for the classification (1200, 720, and 514 for 3, 5 and 7 s, respectively), a reduction of the energy required to acquire the samples (333, 200 and 143 µA h for 3, 5 and 7 s, respectively), and increase of the time before buffer was full to write to flash (96, 160 and 224 s for 3, 5 and 7 s, respectively), a decrease of the number writes per hour (38, 23 and 16 for 3, 5 and 7 s, respectively), and a decrease of the energy used to write to flash (10, 6 and 4 µA h for 3, 5 and 7 s, respectively). Table 8.Energy consumption for data acquisition during classification and written to flash. Measurements of energy are express in µA h (microampere hour). Measurements were provided by Intel®.window sizemeasure3 s5 s7 sno. samples/window4880112no. bytes/window67211201568no. sample acquisition/h1200720514µA h energy (sample acquisitions/h)333200143no. bytes/h sampled806 400806 400806 400µA h energy (data processing/h)100010001000SRAM buffer size in bytes256256256classification record size in bytes888no. seconds before buffer is full and write to flash is executed96160224no. writes per hour382316µA h energy (writes to flash)1064

4.. Discussion {#s4}
==============

To the authors' knowledge, this is the first study in precision livestock monitoring that simultaneously evaluated effects of position, sampling frequency and window size on behaviour classification. Overall, classification models trained on collar sensor data showed very similar results to models trained on ear data when classifying walking, standing and lying in sheep, with an average difference of ±0.44% in accuracy, in ±0.11% in precision and ±0.74% in recall when comparing across all sampling frequencies and window sizes that were used in this study. A previous study \[[@RSOS171442C14]\] has also shown differences in the performance of a classifier when using sensors in different positions on the body of an animal. The small differences in performance between the collar-mounted sensor and the ear-mounted sensor in our study could be due to the relatively higher noise in the ear data, which results from the greater freedom of movement of the sensor attached to the ear and other behaviours, such as head shaking. In comparison with the neck collar, the advantage of an ear-mounted sensor is that it could potentially be integrated into the current ear tag identifier, providing richer functionality in only one sensor. Whilst the differences between ear and collar position in the current study might be negligible for the classification of behaviours such as standing, walking and lying, the differences could be substantial for other behaviours such as head nodding and grazing/browsing where the accelerometer is likely to register much more weaker-amplitude movements when mounted on the neck. However, this needs to be further investigated.

When comparing across different window sizes, the performance of the random forest algorithm suggests that overall the 7 s window is the best for classifying the sheep behaviours of walking, standing and lying, as in general the accuracy, precision, recall, *F*-score and specificity of the classification increased with increasing window sizes for both ear- and collar-mounted sensors. A recent study on classification of sheep behaviour by Alvarenga *et al*. \[[@RSOS171442C18]\] reported an increase from 82.9% to 83.5% on classification accuracy for activities such as grazing, lying, running, standing and walking when using a 5 s window compared with a 3 s window and a slight decrease to 83.4% when using a 10 s window. When a 14 s window was tried in the current study (results not shown), a significant drop in accuracy was observed (i.e. drop of accuracy to 84% for ear data and 93% for collar data at 32 Hz). The choice of window size depends on the activity to be classified; shorter windows are generally considered better, as they are less likely to have variability or transition in behaviour \[[@RSOS171442C20]\]. At the same time, longer windows tend to be better for more complex behaviours as they are more likely to contain more information and thus result in better classification accuracy \[[@RSOS171442C19],[@RSOS171442C20]\]. Interestingly, in this study the shortest window size (3 s) showed the worst performance for walking and standing behaviours. However, classification performance for lying did not vary much between 3 and 7 s, perhaps due to lying being a comparatively less complex behaviour, thus needing less information for accurate classification. Overall, 7 s window size was also most energy efficient despite the difference in algorithm performance between 7 and 5 s being small. Hence, the trade-off between classification performance and energy consumption is important in the choice of a window size for implementation purposes.

When comparing across the different sampling frequencies for both ear and collar data, there was a general increase in all the performance measures for the sampling frequencies of 16 and 32 Hz. The difference in accuracy between 16 and 32 Hz was small (5% for ear data and 3.33% for collar data, on average). However, increasing the sampling frequency from 16 to 32 Hz can reduce the battery life by up to a half \[[@RSOS171442C26]\]. In other words, an increase up to 5% in classification performance may come at the cost of reducing battery life by up to half. Therefore, the selection of the sampling frequency has to be carefully considered in the configuration of an automated monitoring system as it has a large impact on energy, transmission bandwidth and storage capacity requirements \[[@RSOS171442C26]\].

The classification algorithm in the current study was highly accurate and precise for each of the behaviours as illustrated in tables [5](#RSOS171442TB5){ref-type="table"} and [7](#RSOS171442TB7){ref-type="table"}. The performance results scored much higher than previously reported by other studies on sheep for similar behaviours (e.g. 85.5% accuracy \[[@RSOS171442C18]\] and 87.1% to 89.7% overall accuracy \[[@RSOS171442C16]\]). This could be because in the current study we used features extracted from both accelerometer and gyroscope data for classification unlike previous studies. Lying was the behaviour with the highest precision (95.05% average) and recall (95.94% average) for both ear and collar data when comparing with walking (precision 88.27% and recall 86.72%) and standing (precision 87.94% and recall 88%). Lying can be more easily classified as sheep move significantly less than when standing and walking. The highest misclassification was observed between walking and standing (see confusion matrices in the electronic supplementary material). This is probably due to the grazing activity (which is most likely to occur when sheep are standing) causing accelerations similar to walking, leading to misclassifications. In the current study, grazing activity was not separately recorded and further work is needed to investigate grazing and non-grazing activities.

The computational cost of the algorithm and its feasibility to be implemented on the device is another factor that has to be considered when developing a behavioural monitoring system. We chose a random forest algorithm to implement the classifier in the current study as random forest has low computational costs. Previous studies have used complex methods such as hidden Markov models (HMM) \[[@RSOS171442C13]\], support vector machines (SVM) \[[@RSOS171442C11]\] and generalized mixed linear models (GMLM) \[[@RSOS171442C12]\] or simple methods such as decision trees \[[@RSOS171442C13]\] for the classification of behaviours in farm animals. HMM, SVM and GMLM can have high computational cost and hence they are typically less appealing for automated, real-time monitoring devices. Decision trees can offer a low computational cost; however, they tend to overfit the data \[[@RSOS171442C2]\]. Random forest algorithms can improve the overfitting problem of decision trees algorithms while maintaining a relatively low computational cost \[[@RSOS171442C2]\]. Hence, random forest represents a potentially good candidate for embedding in sensors mounted on animals. Additionally, the results obtained in this study show that a random forest classifier can accurately classify different relevant behaviours in sheep with a very high accuracy.

While in the study we have evaluated different window sizes and sampling frequencies that are suited for the real-time monitoring of behaviour classification of sheep; we need to validate our results in a field trial. In addition, we did not evaluate feature importance and further selection which will be important in terms of computational cost for real-time monitoring.

5.. Conclusion {#s5}
==============

The results from this study show that biologically relevant behaviours in sheep such as walking, standing and lying, can be accurately classified (89--95%), using a random forest classifier and extract specific feature characteristics that consider window size, position and sampling frequency. Evaluation of window sizes suggests 7 s to be the best window size for achieving high classification accuracy of walking, standing and lying and also with respect to energy performance. The highest performance of the classifier was obtained when using a sampling frequency of 32 Hz. However, results using a 16 Hz sample frequency were comparable, thus suggesting significant benefits of using 16 Hz for real-time monitoring. Overall, the level of agreement of the accuracy of the classification between collar and ear data was high (0.84--0.911), except at 8 Hz and 3 s. However, ear-mounted sensors could be more easily integrated into the already existing ear tag identifiers for sheep.
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